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On August 7,l99l, within the
programme of space research,
BULGARIA-1300, dedicated to
was launched into the soace.

Although the satellite INTERCOSMOS-BULGARIA-I
designed for geodynamic and geodetic studies, it wasdesrgned Ior geodynamic and geodetic studies, it was su
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Table 1

Maxlm,
errors (m)

Along the orbit
range

Table 2

Duratlon of tracklng lnterval

I day 7 days 14 days

364 1460
262 1050

6690
4820

7,4
5,3

Interval of
observa tlons

(MJD)

Epoch of the
observatlons

(M.rD)

Number ol
polnts in the

series

Number o[
poJnts wlth

50 rn

Tracking
stdtions

44833,91 160

44836.95 164

44816.93 31

44850.89 80

44869.72 247

44875.73 245

44886.70 136

1063

156 Riga 1

Simeiz
163 Potsdam I

Riga
Simeiz

n Potsdam I

136 Potsdam I
Riga

lo08

67 Potsdam 14
Riga
Zvenigorotl

214 Riga 14
Simeiz
Zvenlgorod

245 Simeiz 14

mo tlon
rotar.

Ernpirlcal
atmosph.
. coeff.(c#v

138376 5.83E-6

1384!2 9.42E-6

138639 6.33E-6

38691 10.85E-6

39016 8.7 rE-6

39155 6.178-6

39243 3.54E-6
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drag, in spite of
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zones made up 17 o/o of the circular view. The observat
tra had confirmed this experiment.

BULGARIA-l30O is subject to atmospheri
its high altitude 850 km. This is caused by t
of ries and bv the fact that the satellite- w
a period of high solar activity. Unaccountable fluctuatior
density could therefore influence the accuracy of determina

Possible errors (due to the fluctuations of density not
of the determination'of the satellite position along the orbi
range are shown in Table 1. These values are determined
lQuare polynomial nethod [3] on condition that variations
buted in the worst possible way.

mation of the atmospheric influence on the speed of the sate
the first two months when large splashes of solar activit

elements.
ken into account)
and on the slant

by the consistent
density are distri-

Laser observations of the satellite from four stations - iga, Simeiz, Zve-
Couircil for esti-nigorod, Potsdam - have been processed at the Astronomic
ite motion during

were observed
('l'able 2).

One passage a day was observed at each station, if me eorological condi-
ays. The analytictions permitted. Observations were united in series of b

theory of satellite motion used for the calculations provided n accuracv of the
orbit determination at a 5-day interval no better than 50 m. The discrepancies



between measured and computed ranges, after average o
on all series of observations have been determined, are

mean value of the average motion (n) and the atmospher

computed for all arcs. The variations of the index of sola
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Fig. 1. Graphs of the changes in: a - the minimum he
b -the atmospheric coefficient nl2; and c - the index
F 70.7, as f unctions of the time I (in mean Julian {ays - M

dependence of changes i" (f) "" variations ln F 10.

satellite height is shown in the upper part of Fig. 1 for t
A method of differential improvement of the orbit

theory developed 6y l4), was applied for the calculations
of the orbital elements of the satellite from laser obse
period at the State Astronomical Institute (USSR) [3].
hn orbit of the generalized problem of two fixed
filtration is the least squares method. The theory of m
perturbations from the geopotential up to the 20th
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and
The

solar perturbations and secular perturbations are in
model of the geopotential is GtjM-lO.
Six elements of ttre intermediate satellite orbit and

atmdspheric dra$.

secular change of the mean motion were improved para
aralogous programs, the secular changes of th6 other'el
theorv.

Eleven series of observations
used to study perturbations in the
motion.

Following conclusion can be made from the results
1. The theory of the motion for the satellite BU

least squares method, is about 0.8 seconds of arc. The
estimated from two nearby determinations, is 4 seconds

satisfactory accuracy at intervals up to 5 days, the mean
between measured and theoretical ranges being about 3 to
!o J"!S rnore precisely into account perturbations of th,
including variations of atmospheric density with time at i
5 days, in order to increase the accuracv of the theon
accuracy of determination of the angular brbital elemen

The mean square errors oi the forecast
day interval, as computed by the ORBITA

at intervals from 3 to
satellite INTERCOS

of the orbital
program, are:

explained by the instability of the atmospheric density,
were not taken into account, as well as 

-by 
the smali n

took part in laser observation of the satelliti INTERCOS
2. The accuracy of laser observations utilized in

passages of the saiellite and for various stations varies
3. The obtained laser observations of the satellite

GARIA-1300 can be used for studying orbital changes a
its motion. These observations can be used for oosi"tioni
thods in.an accuracy limit.2-5 m._ A joint processing of I
observations of the satellite, obtained at statiois Riga,
rneiz at, q tyo-lay interval in June 1gB2 in a peiiod
(Fro.z:160X10-?2), has been carried out at the Astronomi
the ORBITA program [5], founded on the numerical integra
equation. Perturbations of the gravitational field were take
for harmonics up to the order B. As estimation shows ver
the determination of the satellite radius-vector (see below)
of the atmospheric density are not taken into iccount, a6
culations based on the atmospheric model DTM 7.

l:0,5 days
t:l day
l:1,5 days

Ar:16 m
A,r:62 m
A/:135 m

ffio:l tni t/1":$.10-6; nli:So. 10-4; ffin:4o . 10-4 ;
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(Pesrove)

B pa6ore AaHbl rrepBbre pesy,rbrarbr .rraoepHbrx Ha6JlroAeHr
KocMoc-EorrapHs-1300". Ha ocHose nonyqeHHbrx pesy,'lbra

uua 
"I'1

1300"

npofHo3rrpo

Ha .(BIIX(
22.

rMocFepbr
1C3,1985,

cI|yTHUKa ,, [4H
CTAHIIHqMIZ

Cnr',tene, 3ueuraropo4 H florc4aM cAenaHbr (oJrH C OIICHKH BJ'LI'I
arMocQepbr Ha cKopocrb ABrrlKeHUfl cnyrHnKa. Ha ocHose
CACJIAHbI BbIBOAbI O KAqECTBAX I4C[ONbSYCMbIX AHAII,ITHqCC

nr.r3a pesynbrar
reopHri o6pa6or

Ha6rroAeHafi H BooMolr(Hocrefi cnyrnuKoB c o6ulaM flpe HI,ICM C UCJI
perxeHr,rfl BonpocoB, cBgsaHHblx c onpeAeJreHLIeM BJlr.rgHurl
HA ABHX{CHI4C CIVT}IIIKOB.
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